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By combining this information to geographic or demographic information a much better picture of the
segments can be obtained. Many researchers have tried to segment the international market since Liander,
Terpstra, Yoshino, and Sherbini presented the first systematic effort towards a quantitative approach to market
selection in  The selection of basis of market segmentation is completely dependent upon the industry and
product type itself. Companies many know who buys their product but not why theses specific consumers buy.
Targeting all consumers would lead to unnecessary effort to attract consumers and high advertising expenses.
This is where the supplier must make firm choices, deciding to offer a relationship only to those who will pay
the appropriate premium for it. In addition, the long-term products and services required by businesses are
more likely to require service back-up from the supplier than is the case in consumer markets. This study is
related to only one industry may not be applicable to others. It means there is a need for developing more
effecting marketing segmentation basis. The goal is to determine what observable demographics and behaviors
differentiate one segment from another in order to make need-based market segmentation actionable. Russell
I. The "me too" attitude leads to failure. This raises important concerns about the cause of these problems and
how they might be overcome. Through market segmentation the firm can provide higher value to customers
by developing a market mix that addresses the specific needs and concerns of the selected segment. This
research paper tries to the answers of the above stated questions with the help of available literature related to
the segmentation. Market segmentation is a proven way of improving profitability. Higgs, Bronwyn and
Ringer, Allison in their study discusses about the different segmentation basis and shows that a number of
specialized segmentation approaches are emerged in the changing environment. Need can be described as
basic human requirements. Change or die is the core faith of marketing. Many management consulting firms
offer assistance with market segmentation to small businesses. For each needs-based segment, determine
which 2 Segment Identification demographics, lifestyles, and usage behaviors make the segment distinct and
identifiable. The risk of this, and something which is evident in many industrial companies, is that
business-to-business marketers can be complacent and pay inadequate attention to the changing needs and
characteristics of customers over time. In psychographic segmentation values and lifestyles of the consumer
are examined.


